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ABSTRACT

The theoretical solution for a Multiple-Degree-Of-Freedom (MDOF) structure is composed of a combination of several 
individual modes. When we demonstrate the actual response directly on the time-frequency spectrum, the energy distribu-
tion is usually concentrated at some range of frequencies, with the temporal variations of each band clearly shown. Those 
variations in the frequencies are the actual structure performances even though those “modal behaviors” are not coming from 
the theoretical solutions. Using the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) the modal behaviors can be obtained easily by directly 
reading the time-frequency spectrum. To find Structural-Health-Monitoring (SHM) information, some numerical steps are 
found helpful. Including the signal enhancement skills, the time-frequency domain amplification function (T.F.AF), the modal 
temporal variation curve (MTVC) and the instantaneous frequency application. We develop a new method called the HHT 
SHM method; both experiment measurement and building observation are used to show the performance and method-vali-
dation. The procedures are described as follows. The original signal is first transferred into the wave-propagating properties, 
the T.F.AF. The T.F.AF can give dynamic parameter results through all phases in an earthquake event. After adopting useful 
modal information from the T.F.AF, which is called the MTVC. The MTVC contains detailed SHM information that enables 
observers to read the modal behavior. This is a new way to explore SHM information from actual records. These MTVCs can 
be used to explore the vivid differences in structure healthy conditions that might be ignored by other observers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Building health monitoring is necessary in order to 
maintain optimal utility and safety. Regular maintenance 
and strategic retrofitting prolong the building service pe-
riod and also prevent dramatic losses caused by catastrophic 
disasters. This is especially true for the buildings in earth-
quake prone regions. Structural models help us to explore 
basic mechanical behaviors. However, such assessment is 
limited to the linear performances far from the critical con-
ditions. It is obvious that the basic model cannot explain 
nonlinear and nonstationary peculiarities in the building 
when it approaches the critical conditions near the failure 
mode. This encourages us to develop a more accurate alter-

native approach to clarify the building performance under 
realistic conditions.

We have to consider the real structural health condition 
estimation under more complicated situations and influential 
forces to enhance the health monitoring performance, such 
as: (1) The complicated excitation force might be nonstation-
ary and nonlinear. (2) Many appended intermittent situations 
on construction sites (for example, noisy traffic, flood exca-
vation, wind-induced vibration…etc.) are never considered 
in the model analysis. (3) The aging and temperature effects 
on the construction material and structure, which might lead 
to serious consequences at any moment. Those complica-
tions are not included in the mathematical formulation and 
model analysis, but their results should not be neglected, for 
the cumulated effects could have dire consequences.

In this paper, we will introduce a new approach to  
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include some of these complications into full consideration 
in the nonlinearity and nonstationarity forcing functions as 
well as the building responses. Instead of idealizing models 
this new approach will use the actual in situ time history 
data, which will contain all of the complications and par-
ticularities of any given building.

Some researchers tried to read the Structural-Health-
Monitoring (SHM) information from the in situ data using 
the time-frequency spectrum. The strong-motion and real-
time record data gathered from the Millikan Library (MIK) 
building, Caltech, California were analyzed by Bradford et 
al. and Clinton et al. (2006) using various kinds of time-fre-
quency spectra. The temporal variation in the dominate fre-
quency from the time-frequency spectra from the roof were 
taken as the dynamic modal behavior of the building. The 
artificial finite-element analytical model and real building 
in situ records were adopted to verify various kinds of time-
frequency spectra. Their findings were: (1) allowing for the 
evolution of frequency content in a signal, the Wigner-Ville 
Distribution with the Reduced Interference Distribution 
(RID) provides useful structural information about the dam-
age estimation. (2) From the dominate frequency observa-
tion at the top floor of the MIK building the dominate fre-
quency wandering was discussed from the long-term, and 
transient aspects within the external and internal reasons 
about the structural and nonstructural influences. (3) The 
wandering in the natural frequencies is significant for the 
engineering community, especially in engineering practice. 
A linear structural behavior is assumed for ambient and 
small motions, but the MIK result was clearly not the case. 
These findings do help a lot in identifying the onset of time-
frequency spectrum dynamic property changes.

There are several methods used to show the earth-
quake waveform in a time-frequency spectrum. Bradford 
et al. (2006) used several kinds of time-frequency spectra 
in a nonstationary signal, including the Spectrogram (Short 
Time Fourier Transform), the Scalogram (Continuous Mor-
let Wavelet), the Wigner-Ville Distribution, the RID and 
the Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution. The RID 
was selected to demonstrate the nonlinear building earth-
quake response data. Besides the RID, Huang et al. (1998) 
reviewed the Spectrogram, the Wavelet analysis, the Wign-
er-Ville Distribution, the Evolutionary Spectrum, the empir-
ical orthogonal function expansion (EOF) and the Hilbert-
Huang Transform (HHT) for the nonstationary signal. They 
suggested the HHT as the adequate time-frequency method 
for the nonstationary and nonlinear signal. In light of the 
aforementioned results we used the HHT to show the earth-
quake waveform on a time-frequency spectrum.

Structural damage usually results in a loss of structural 
stiffness, which is characterized by a significant drop in the 
natural frequency. When the structure suffers from earthquake 
excitation (Huang et al. 2001; Wen et al. 2001), the nonlin-
ear and nonstationary earthquake wave propagates from the 

basement upward to the top of the building. Taking a concept 
similar to the aforementioned Heaton’s MIK observation into 
account, we consider the response at the top of the floor and 
the input motion at the basement at the same time.

The HHT can fully consider the nonlinear and nonsta-
tionary nature of the forcing functions and building respons-
es in time-frequency representations which are known as the 
Hilbert Spectrum (HSP). The useful SHM information on 
the temporal and frequency domain can be directly obtained 
from the HSPs. In order to distinguish the present approach 
from the traditional ones, we designated the present structur-
al modal behavior result as the “Modal Temporal Variation 
Curve (MTVC).” This paper is organized as follows.

After the introduction a section on the new data analy-
sis methodology will be presented in the next chapter, in-
cluding brief summaries on the HHT, Empirical Mode De-
composition (EMD) and the Hilbert Spectral analysis. We 
specifically introduce an ensemble approach to heighten 
the energy evolution accuracy along the temporal axis with 
instantaneous frequency, structural dynamics and structure 
health monitoring parameters extraction. In the third chapter 
we introduce the testifying data sets. In the fourth chapter we 
integrate the whole method and explain the method in great 
detail. In the fifth chapter we demonstrate validation of the 
new HHT SHM methodology, including both shaking-table 
and real building data. A brief discussion and conclusion is 
given in the sixth chapter.

2. THE NUMERICAL METHODS OF THE NEW 
METHODOLOGY

Several novel numerical techniques and methods are 
introduced in this research. There are five numerical analy-
ses methods that serve particular requirements. Those meth-
ods are described in the following paragraphs, 2.1 - 2.5, 
respectively:
2.1 Time-frequency domain presentation of the HHT.
2.2 Signal enhancement for HHT through the ensemble.
2.3 The Instantaneous Frequency extraction.
2.4 Structural dynamic modal parameters extraction.
2.5 SHM parameters analysis.

2.1 Hilbert-Huang Transform

The HHT consists of two parts: the adaptive EMD 
method and the instantaneous frequency in the Hilbert spec-
tral analysis. This method was first introduced by Huang 
et al. (1998). The critical new introduced concepts are the 
adaptively defined basis and physically meaningful instanta-
neous frequency computation through the Hilbert transform. 
A brief summary of the method is given below.

2.1.1 The Hilbert Transform

The Hilbert transform for an arbitrary time series, X(t), is 
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calculated as the analytical pair, Y(t). Although a formal phase 
function could result from this operation, to have a meaningful 
instantaneous frequency to utilize the real Hilbert transform 
advantage only became obvious after Huang et al. (1998) in-
troduced the Empirical Mode Decomposition method.

2.1.2 The Empirical Mode Decomposition Method 
(EMD)

Contrary to almost all previous methods, this new 
method is intuitive, direct, a posteriori and adaptive, with 
the basis of the decomposition based on and derived from 
the data. Each of the oscillatory modes produced is repre-
sented by an Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) with the fol-
lowing definitions: in the whole data set the number of ex-
tremes and the number of zero-crossings must either equal 
or differ at most by one and at any point, the mean value of 
the envelope defined by the local maxima and the envelope 
defined by the local minima is zero.

With this definition one can decompose any data by re-
peating the sifting process into a set of IMFs and the residue, 
rn. Here we left out the residue in Eq. (1), rn , on purpose, for 
it is either a monotonic function or a constant.
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2.1.3 The Hilbert Spectral Analysis

Having obtained the IMF components, we can apply the 
Hilbert Transform to each IMF component and compute the 
instantaneous frequency accordingly. After performing the 
Hilbert transform on each IMF component, the original data 
can be expressed as the real part, RP, in the following form:
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Equation (2) gives both amplitude and frequency of each 
component as functions of time. The same data if expanded 
in Fourier representation would be Eq. (3),
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with both aj and ωj constants. The contrast between  
Eqs. (2) and (3) is clear: the IMF represents a generalized 
Fourier expansion. The variable amplitude and the instan-
taneous frequency have not only greatly improved the ef-
ficiency of the expansion, but also enabled the expansion to 
accommodate nonlinear and non-stationary data. With IMF 
expansion the amplitude and the frequency modulations are 
also clearly separated. Thus, we have broken through the 

restriction of the constant amplitude and fixed frequency 
Fourier expansion and arrived at a variable amplitude and 
frequency representation on the time axis. This frequency-
time distribution of the amplitude is designated as the HSP, 
H(ω, t), or simply HSP.

2.2 Signal Enhancement for HHT Through Ensemble

To read the SHM information from the time-frequency 
spectrum directly, the HSP must be precise and clear. Two 
signal processing skills were used to improve the perfor-
mance of EMD and HSP here:
(1)  Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) (Wu 

and Huang 2004, 2009): one of the major drawbacks of 
the original EMD is the frequent appearance of mode 
mixing, which is defined as a single IMF either consist-
ing of signals of widely disparate scales, or a signal of a 
similar scale residing in different IMF components. The 
EEMD, which defines the true IMF components as the 
mean of an ensemble of trials, each consisting of the sig-
nal plus a white noise of finite amplitude. Based on the 
study of white noise characteristics, the addition of the 
white noise actually serves to establish a set of temporal 
scales for the extracted IMFs.

(2)  Ensemble Hilbert Spectrum (EHSP): the ensemble ap-
proach is only applicable when the sampling frequency 
is several times higher than the object; the method had 
been used and studied by Huang et al. (2006). For in-
stance, the sample rate of strong-motion acceleration 
record is 200 Hz, the object we want to analyze is about 
0 - 10 hz. So we can down-sample the data into several 
parts. Taking each part as an independent event and pro-
ceeding with EEMD, then we took the mean of the HSP 
as the result. Essentially, the Nyquist frequency of the 
down-sample data should be checked.

With aforementioned two HHT enhancement tech-
niques, the HSP of the strong-motion records from the 
building were greatly improved. The differences in EMD, 
EEMD and EHSP results are shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 The Instantaneous Frequency Extraction

Both the energy and frequency variations in the original 
waveform are demonstrated simultaneously in the HSP. In or-
der to show only the structural dominate frequency variation, 
the energy variations should be separated from the HSP first. 
Physically speaking, the instantaneous frequency on the time-
frequency domain amplification function (T.F.AF) means 
the dominate frequency of the structure. This procedure is 
particularly applicable for the nonstationary waveform. The 
earthquake and associated response are both the pattern.

For each moment, in the specific frequency band, we 
set the magnitude of the maximum energy density as one;  
we express this numerical calculation using the notation 
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“N.S[HSP],” and call it as “Temporal Energy Normaliza-
tion.”

2.4 Structural Dynamic Modal Parameters Extraction

To read the MTVC from the HSP directly and cor-
rectly, some extraction skills were applied. There were two 
steps for extracting the structural dynamic modal param-
eters from the T.F.AF here. Those steps were necessary for 
the strong-motion building earthquake records.
(1)  Finding the Centroid of a Fixed frequency-band Range 

for the frequency temporal curve (abbreviated as CFR): 
the HSP decomposes the energy of original signal into a 
distribution energy density in the time-frequency plane. 
Therefore, it is possible to find the Centroid location 
about the energy density for each moment. The energy 

density of the HSP at time t and the frequency f is e(t, f ), 
the Centroid of specific frequency band range k - m (for 
the ith mode) can be defined as Eq. (4).
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(2)  White Noise Filter (WNF): the white noise signal from 
all different sources could exist everywhere besides the 
structural signal on the HSP. By our observational ex-
periences, for a strong earthquake the responding struc-
tural modal energy is about ten times greater than the 
ambient surrounding white noise. The white-noise in the 
CFR should be removed. The threshold of the WNF is 

Fig. 1. The improvements of Hilbert Spectrum.
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defined as the ambient energy density (at the beginning 
of the record, the quiet segment) multiply by a constant; 
we defined the constant as eleven in this research. Physi-
cally speaking, we think the modal behavior signal is 
good for extraction when the energy density is eleven 
times beyond the ambient noise. The WNF processing 
technique could benefit the strong-motion data presenta-
tion but it is not necessary for the ambient data, for this 
data are similar to the white noise itself.

The building is acting like a filter. The T.F.AF are 
calculated from the input and output of the filter. During 
the earthquake, the instantaneous frequency and the energy 
density distribution on the T.F.AF are the wave-propagating 
results from the structure. Some of the filtering characteris-
tics are the appearance of the modes. These two processing 
steps help to extract modal information from the T.F.AF. 
We assumed the modal behavior is acting like the CFR after 
the mode is initiated. Using these two numerical steps in this 
section, the modal behavior of the ith mode can be written as 
MTVCi(t) using Eq. (5):

MTVCi(t) = WNF[CFRi(t)] (5)

2.5 The SHM Parameters Analysis and Adoptions

Embarking on real building SHM work, we extract some 
useful parameters from the MTVC. These parameters are es-
pecially important for the healthy structure evaluation. For 
this condition there were no drastic differences in the T.F.AF 
and no apparent drop in the natural frequency. The mean 
value and the standard deviation value of the MTVC were 
defined as Integrity Index (II) and Nonlinearity Index (NI) 
separately, please see the Eqs. (6) and (7), for the ith mode:

IIi = mean[MTVCi(t)] (6)

NIi = std[MTVCi(t)] (7)

The fact that the standard deviation value of MTVC could 
be used as an indicator for nonlinearity is based on the intra-
wave frequency modulation idea discussed by Huang et al. 
(1998). In fact, this intra-wave frequency modulation had 
been used as the base to quantify the degree of nonlinearity 
by Huang et al. (2013). Here we used the gross feature of 
the detailed intra-wave frequency modulation as an index for 
building nonlinearity. As for the mean MTVC frequency, it is 
a representation of the structure stiffness. The mean frequen-
cy could be used as a valuable structural stiffness indicator.

2.6 The Total Map of the HHT SHM Method and its 
Validation

A flowchart of all of the analysis steps in this new ap-

proach is shown in Fig. 2, starting at the input and output 
amplification relationship. There are two different results, 
the T.F.AF and MTVC. First, the wave-propagating char-
acteristics during the excitation are in the T.F.AF. Then, 
identify the T.F.A.F. features with structural concepts and 
mechanical theorems, useful T.F.AF is then extracted as the 
MTVC, the modal behavior of the structure.

Two data set were introduced to verify the new HHT 
SHM method. The shaking-table data was used to show the 
T.F.AF performance. The Tai-Power building 1994 - 2013 
strong-motion observations were used to show the MTVC 
performance.

3. THE TESTIFYING DATA SETS

The measurements from the shaking-table and real 
building are introduced in the following paragraphs. Both can 
be classified as in situ records. The records are containing 
both environmental noise and the structure responses, which 
are different with the calculated model-simulated ones.

The shaking-table experiment data: The “pounding-set” 
experiment data (Lee and Chung 2012) was originally de-
signed to observe the pounding behavior between two bridges. 
There were two Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF) models 
locating on the same shaking-table in a very close distance, 
please see Fig. 3. The left one was named as L01 within the 
dominate frequency 3.4 Hz, and the right one was named as 
R02 within the dominate frequency 5.5 Hz. The shaking-
table was named as C04, governs the controlling excitation 
acceleration time history applied to the two SDOF structures. 
The data logging system was recorded at the sample rate  
25 kHz, and the SDOF model showed the transient behavior 
under the sinusoid and earthquake excitations.

The building strong-motion data comes from the Tai-
Power building, consisting of 2 structures with the first 27 
floors and the second 12 floors. The buildings are located 
in southern Taipei city. The building is the switching and 
controlling center for Taiwan electrical energy. The steel-
structure buildings were designed and constructed in 1979 
and 1982. There are 26 accelerometers instrumented in 
1994 by the Central Weather Bureau (CWB). The sensor 
distribution is shown in Fig. 4. The data sampling rate is 
200 Hz. The CWB began strong-motion observations for 
the Tai-Power building on May 23, 1994. The DOS-com-
patible data-logging system was replaced by the WinXP-
compatible data-logging system at the end of 2008. There 
are 155 earthquake events in the integrated data catalogue, 
please see the Appendix and Fig. 5. The structures were re-
inforced during 2009 - 2010 for the new seismic provision 
regulations for buildings in Taiwan. From January 1 of 2009 
to February 2 of 2011 the buildings were under structural 
reinforcement construction work. With obvious structure-
reinforcing differences the data set can be the benchmark 
for actual building SHM performance.
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Fig. 3. The SDOF shaking-table experiment set L01 and C04 (the pounding set).

Fig. 4. Tai-Power Building Station Instrument Plan.

Fig. 2. The flowchart of the all numerical steps in this analysis.
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Fig. 5. Earthquake Hypocenter Location for 3 different structural stages.

4. THE HHT SHM ANALYSIS

We employed all of the data analysis techniques de-
scribed in the previous section as the new “HHT SHM analy-
sis” method. The results and the specific implications of each 
step during the analysis will be discussed in this section as:
4.1 Time-frequency domain presentation.
4.2 Time-Frequency domain Amplification Functions.
4.3 Temporal variations of modal dynamic parameters.

4.1 Time-Frequency Domain Representation

In the beginning before setting the amplification func-
tion as our main parameter, we examined the HSP and 
N.S[HSP] for the top floor (for instance, it is the 27F of the 
main building). Figure 6a gives the 27F HSP and associ-
ated figures and Fig. 6b gives the N.S[HSP] and associated 
figures. The strong-motion acceleration waveform and cor-
responding Hilbert Marginal Spectrums (along temporal-
axis and frequency-axis) are plotted together with the time-
frequency HSP (means Fig. 6a). The time-frequency HSP 
shows the energy distribution pattern on the time-frequency 

domain. The Hilbert Marginal Spectrum along temporal-axis 
(abbreviated as MS-T or M.S.-Time) is made by integration 
along the frequency-axis of the time-frequency spectrum. 
The MS-T result shows the energy distribution pattern along 
the time axis. The Hilbert Marginal Spectrum along the fre-
quency-axis is the integration of HSP energy density along 
time-axis (abbreviated as MS-F or M.S.-Frequency) of the 
time-frequency spectrum. The MS-F result shows the energy 
distribution pattern along the frequency axis. Commonly, the 
MS-F is called the Marginal Hilbert Spectrum. Likewise, for 
Fig. 6b, the time-frequency HSP shows the instantaneous fre-
quency distribution pattern on the time-frequency domain.

Both the input HSP and output HSP are very important. 
These two HSPs should be considered simultaneously and 
placed together. To show the wave-propagation properties of 
the structure under different earthquake excitation we decid-
ed to use the T.F.AF as the main SHM dynamic parameter.

4.2 Time-Frequency Domain Amplification Functions 
(T.F.AF)

Two amplification functions were defined here, the 
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Fig. 6. (a) The HSP of Tai-Power building 27F, Y-dir on 20020331 event. (b) The N.S[HSP] of Tai-Power building 27F, Y-dir on 20020331 event.

(b)

(a)

A.F.m and A.F.f, showing the energy density and the in-
stantaneous frequency distribution patterns on the time-fre-
quency domain separately.

4.2.1 Two-Station Method: Finding the Amplification

The earthquake energy is generated from hypocenter 

tectonic activities. The released energy passes through the 
underground geographic media, reaches the specific site 
conditions, impacts the foundation of structures and propa-
gates upward to the other parts of the building. Taking our 
real building data set as the example, Eq. (8) depicts the 
structure excitation recording at the foundation (the third 
basement level in the main building: B3F). Considering the 
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Borcherdt’s (1970) concept on the frequency domain, the 
free-field earthquake response influenced by source, path, 
and site (abbreviated as So, Pa, Si) factors are all included.

RB3F(f ) = F.F(So, Pa, Si) (8)

We then extended the Eq. (8) concept to introduce the re-
sponse of the top of structure (the top floor of the main 
building: 27F ) in Eq. (9):

R27F(f ) = F.F(So, Pa, Si) × Str(f ) (9)

The structure’s existence makes the extra term Str(f ). Fo-
cusing on the structure’s influence we define AF as the am-
plification function on the frequency domain in Eq. (10):

AF = R27F(f )/RB3F(f ) = Str(f) (10)

Here in Eq. (10) our attention is totally focused on the en-
ergy transmission within the building from its foundation 
to the building roof. The influence of source, path and site 
are implicitly included in the forcing terms at the founda-
tion. Additionally, we expanded the original concept from 
frequency domain to time-frequency domain. The physical 
meaning still remains the same.

There are, however, some factors that should be  
considered. The total travelling length from the foundation 
at the bottom to the top of a building is about 20 - 500 m, so 
the earthquake arrival time at different parts of the building 
could be different. This difference is usually small and we 
will neglect it.

There are two different scenarios observed on the 
earthquake waveform travel path from the foundation to 
the roof, the filtering and the keeping. The keeping means 
the rigid body motion during the vibration. The foundation 
movements and the roof response remain the same. In our 
observational experience this movement is slightly ampli-
fied at the roof for the free-confinement boundary condi-
tion. The filtering means most input waves are reduced but a 
few are drastically increased. The earthquake input wave is 
filtered and the roof vibrates only at the resonant frequency 
with amplified amplitude for a slender building. The distri-
bution of these two scenarios on the T.F.AF depends on the 
geometry and stiffness of the structure. For a short or stiff 
object the keeping scenario is the major factor. For a slender 
or soft object the filtering scenario is a major factor. One 
should keep in mind that exploring the T.F.AF is the decom-
position of the wave-propagation phenomenon.

4.2.2 The Amplification Function of Wave-Propagation 
Magnitude (A.F.M)

We will use the responses of two different floor posi-

tions to investigate the amplification relationship between 
“input and output” in the time-frequency domain. For an 
earthquake acceleration time series, X(t), we can calculate its 
HSP within aforementioned HHT ensemble techniques. The 
result is designated as H[X(t)]. The amplification function in 
time frequency domain could be defined as Eq. (11):

[ ( ) ]
[ ( ) ]

H X t
H X tA.F.m HSP(B3F)

HSP(27F)
(27F)

B3F

27F= =  (11)

Equation (11) shows the energy density T.F.AF under 
earthquake excitations from the foundation to roof (B3 - 27th 
floor). The A.F.m figure is shown in Fig. 7. The correspond-
ing marginal spectrums, the input and output waveforms, the 
input and output HSPs are also plotted on the same figure.

There is a mathematical issue while we process the  
Eq. (11) division calculation. The division result will be-
come “meaningless” while the denominator value is zero. 
To avoid this, we added a very little value to the denomina-
tor. In our case the denominator is the input (B3F) HSP, 
the numerator is the output (27F) HSP. Both the input 
and output HSP is a 500 × 1000 matrix which might con-
tain zero in it. We find the maximum value of the input  
500 × 1000 matrix and add 0.001 maximum to the whole 
matrix. This skill is used to avoid mathematical meaning-
less. Next, we will explore the details of the frequency per-
turbations in the following section.

4.2.3 The Amplification Function of Wave-Propagation 
Frequency (A.F.F)

The N.S. notation was explained in section 2.3. We ap-
ply this notation to Eq. (11). The result is shown in Eq. (12).

A.F.f(27F) = N.S[A.F.m(27F)] (12)

After the N.S calculation the frequency temporal varia-
tion on the HSP is clearly shown as in Fig. 8. From the A.F.f 
results we found that the variation in modal structural dy-
namic properties always occurs instantaneously.

Four different wave phase observations are noted in 
the strong-motion data. The four different sub segments are 
shown in Fig. 9 with the A.F.f on the time-frequency domain. 
By defining the Coda sub segment starting point the result 
helps us to discriminate free-vibration from force-vibration. 
The S-wave sub-segment of a strong-motion record should 
be the most important phase of earthquake-force-vibration 
for the building. The ending part of a strong-motion record 
is usually called the coda; containing free vibration informa-
tion for the building. The instantaneous frequency pattern of 
the T.F.AF from different phases help to identify the keep-
ing and filtering characteristics during the wave-propagating 
process. The peculiarity in each phase can be discussed using 
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Fig. 7. The T.F.AF (A.F.m) of Tai-Power building Y-dir on 20020331 event.

Fig. 8. The T.F.AF (A.F.f) of Tai-Power building Y-dir on 20020331 event.
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T.F.AF in a precise and clear way. T.F.A.F. deserves more 
attention in future earthquake engineering applications.

The white noise is uniformly distributed in the spec-
trum with small amplitude and random phase. The appear-
ance the white noise in the T.F.AF is shown on the SegQ in 
Fig. 9. Please remember the pattern, as it is commonly seen 
on the A.F.f.

Summing up sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, we demonstrated 
that the energy density and frequency variation information 
can be clearly determined by T.F.AFs. Furthermore, the tem-
poral information can help us extract additional useful SHM 
parameters to be discussed presently. In next paragraph 
we will introduce another novel technique involving trac-
ing the temporal variation in T.F.AF with CFR and WNF. 
The starting and ending point of the modal temporal curve 
will be determined by the mode behavior itself. Physically 
speaking, by identifying the structural feature, the structural 
modal behaviors (the MTVC) are extracted and determined 
from the wave-propagating properties (the T.F.AFs).

4.3 Temporal Variations of Modal Dynamic  
Parameters (MTVC)

We computed the CFR(t) of each mode to extract use-
ful modal dynamic structural information from the T.F.AF. 
The band range for each mode should be set before the cal-
culation. For the main building: 1st mode: 0.15 - 0.50 Hz, 2nd 
mode: 0.50 - 1.45 Hz, and 3rd mode: 1.45 - 2.40 Hz. For the 
auxiliary building: 1st mode: 0.50 - 1.50 Hz, and 2nd mode: 
1.50 - 5.50 Hz. The detailed steps are shown in Fig. 10, 
a demonstration of the MTVC extraction steps from the 
T.F.AF. Using CFR(t) and WNF we can obtain the MTVC 
result of the dominate frequency. Using the same band and 
the same start/end points as the dominate frequency MTVC 
we can obtain the MTVC result of the modal energy.

The MTVCs physically depict the dynamic responses 
of the building under the earthquake. The modal behavior of 
the building is calculated from the wave-propagating results. 
The original high nonlinear and nonstationary earthquake 

Fig. 9. A segmented strong-motion earthquake record and its 4 sub segments.
Note:  Pt. 1: the start point of the record.

Pt. 2: the arrival time of earthquake P-wave, the result after waveform phase-picking.
Pt. 3: the arrival time of earthquake S-wave, the result after waveform phase-picking.
Pt. 4: the starting of coda wave, this point is defined as the midpoint of pt.3 and 5.
Pt. 5: the end point of the record.
SegQ means the quiet sub segment of the strong-motion record, SegP means the P-wave sub segment, SegS means the S-wave sub segment, SegC means 
the Coda sub segment and SegA means the sum of all the sub segments.
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Fig. 10. (a) A demonstration of the digitize steps for the MTVC (1. the T.F.AF HSPs). (b) A demonstration of the digitize steps for the MTVC  
(step 1 and 2). (c) A demonstration of the digitize steps for the MTVC (step 3). Step 1: the dominate frequency MTVCs are made of the T.F.AF HSP 
(A.F.f). The instantaneous frequency information on the HSP is calculated for its Centroid in specific bandwidth of each mode. The raw CFR(t) 
curve is obtained (the red line of step1 result on the Fig. 10b). Step 2: using the same band as the A.F.f, now we compute the modal energy from the 
A.F.m HSP (the red line of step2 result on the Fig. 10b). Compare the background noise of this mode, than set the WNF threshold (the blue line of 
step2 result on the Fig. 10b). There is an intersection point for the red and blue lines. We assume the mode is been started after the intersection point. 
Step 3: remove the beginning white-noise signal out from the raw CFR(t) curve, the modal variation behaviors are shown on the dominate frequency 
MTVC clearly. The modal energy MTVC is having the same start point of the frequency MTVC.
Note:  Using the Tai-Power auxiliary building as our example is highly applicable for HHT SHM method testifying validation. The building is 12 floors height 

and the fundamental mode always appears during the earthquake excitation. The data from the auxiliary building is better than main building ones. 
For the main building data, there are three modes appear in the main building response. The fundamental mode signal frequently disappears during 
the earthquake.

(a)

(b)
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signal was first transferred into the wave-propagating prop-
erties (the T.F.AF), and then some useful structural modal 
information (the MTVC) was extracted from the T.F.AF. 
Physically and mathematically the MTVCs are totally differ-
ent from the original strong-motion building response wave-
forms. Structural or mechanical calculation is suitable to 
demonstrate the intrinsic MTVC characteristics. The impact 
on the structural elements for the earthquake load should be 
explored with the corresponding MTVCs of that event.

5. THE ANALYSIS RESULTS

The analysis results will also be the verifying results 
for the new HHT SHM analysis method. The T.F.AF results 
show all of the features during the wave-propagation. The 
MTVC results show the modal dynamic behaviors.

5.1 The Dynamic Behavior of the SDOF Structure  
(Sinusoid Wave Excitation)

The transient structural responses at the starting and 
ending moment during the experiment are the validation 
highlights. The gradual and sudden dynamic responses can 
be observed clearly using the T.F.A.F. All of the SDOF re-
sponses can also be computed from the theoretical math-
ematical solution.

The SDOF structures started the vibration from the 
cease condition to the full amplitude of the excitation si-
nusoid wave. The pounding behaviors occurred during the 

experiment, with the driving power then shutting down. The 
whole shaking-table gradually vibrated freely to the cease 
condition. For the T.F.A.F. of the entire experiment please 
see Fig. 11. Figures 11 - 13 are T.F.AF - A.F.f made form 
0 - 5 Hz for the whole experiment, including the starting 
moment and ending moment.

The 0 - 3.6 s T.F.A.F. segment was fully-filled with 
ambient tiny noise. This is the appearance of the white-noise 
signal, the uniform frequency distribution on the spectrum. 
The same situations are also found in Figs. 9, 11 - 12, 14.  
At the starting stage the structure dominate frequency 
gradually increases and suddenly ceases while the sinusoid 
exciting frequency gradually increases, please see Fig. 12. 
The thin dotted line labels the dominate frequency position 
of the SDOF structure. The free-vibration at the end of the 
experiment was also interesting as the frequency suddenly 
jumped from the sinusoid exciting frequency into the struc-
ture dominate frequency. An unstable status about the mo-
ment is shown on the T.F.AF, please see Fig. 13.

The complicated wave-propagation characteristics of the 
SDOF structure from the T.F.AF - A.F.f were compared with 
analytical solution (Chopra 1995) here. Equations (13) and 
(14) show the governing equation and solution for the SDOF 
system to harmonic force. P0 and ω are the amplitude and fre-
quency of the forcing sinusoid. ξ and ωn are the damping ra-
tio and natural frequency of the SDOF structure. The natural 
frequency for the undamped vibration system k mn~ =  
and for the damped vibration system 1D n

2~ ~ p= - . The 
coefficients A and B are the homogeneous solutions for the 

Fig. 10. (Continued)

(c)
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Fig. 11. T.F.AF HSP (A.F.f)-the dominate frequency of SDOF experiment results.
Note:  There is an additional line located at 3.4 Hz on the spectrum, that is the dominate frequency of the SDOF structure L01. It helps to observe the result 

a lot.

differential equation concerned with the initial condition u(0) 
and ( )u 0o . For Eqs. (15) and (16) the coefficients C and D are 
the particular solutions for the differential equation for the 
steady state concerned with the forcing sinusoid function.

sinmu cu ku P t0 ~+ + =p o  (13)

( ) ( )cos sinu t e A B tt
D D

n ~ ~= + +p~-

( )sin cosC t D t~ ~+  (14)

[1 ( / ) ] [2 ( / )]
1 ( / )C k

P0
n n

n
2 2 2

2

~ ~ p ~ ~

~ ~=
- +

-  (15)

[ ( / ) ] [ ( / )]
2 ( / )

k
PD

1 2n n

n0
2 2 2~ ~ p ~ ~

p ~ ~=
- +

-  (16)

The solution can be decomposed into two parts; the first 
parenthesis is the transient and the second parenthesis is the 
steady. The steady part vibrates at the forcing frequency. 
The transient part vibrates at the dominate frequency of the 
SDOF structure within the decaying amplitude.

There should be two different frequencies simultane-
ously at the starting moment on the T.F.AF - A.F.f. We di-
vided the A.F.f (for 3.6 - 9.0 s) from 0 - 6 Hz into two sub 
bands: 2 - 6 Hz (the first) and 0 - 2 Hz (the second). The 

Fig. 12. T.F.AF HSP (A.F.f)-the dominate frequency of SDOF experiment results (T.F.AF examination result at the starting segment of the  
experiment).
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Fig. 13. T.F.AF HSP (A.F.f)-the dominate frequency of SDOF experiment results (T.F.AF examination result at the ending segment of the  
experiment).

Fig. 14. The zooming range and result of A.F.f at the beginning for two separate band.
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Fig. 15. The zooming result of A.F.m at the beginning (for two separate band).
Note:  The Fig. 14 is the dominate frequency of the wave-propagation character under the sinusoid excitation. The energy is normalized for each band to 

show the instantaneous frequency for two bands. The existence of two different frequencies at the starting moment for a SDOF structure under sinusoid 
excitation is validated. The Fig. 15 is the energy of the each band of the wave-propagation character under the sinusoid excitation. The energy of first 
band is about 1 - 5% of the second band. All the details of the wave-propagation characteristics are kept on the HSP, with correct judgment and selec-
tion, the vivid differences can be shown clearly and precisely.

instantaneous frequency and energy of each band are shown 
clearly and individually, please see Figs. 14 and 15. The 
SDOF wave-propagating details under sinusoid excitation 
are clearly shown and validated on the T.F.AFs. This is a 
convenient tool for identifying the dynamic vibration condi-
tions. Useful SDOF structural modal clues can be extracted 
from some proportion of the T.F.AF.

When the pounding occurred both decks were shocked 
and vibrated at 1000 Hz. Simultaneously, the impulse energy 
made the T.F.AF spike-like stripes (Figs. 11 and 16). Addi-
tionally, the SDOF excitation was the earthquake wave, please 
see the Fig. 17. The excitation frequency and the structure 
dominate frequency were mixed on the T.F.AF - A.F.f. dur-
ing the P- and S-wave phases. The wave-propagating details 
of the structure under the earthquake excitation are clearly 

shown on the T.F.AFs. The filtering and keeping behaviors 
are clearly shown. Useful structural modal information can 
be extracted from some proportion of the T.F.AF after cor-
rect judgments. The transient phenomenon of the analytical 
solution is clearly demonstrated on the T.F.AFs. The T.F.AF 
performance is clearly validated.

5.2 The Tai-Power Building SHM Results 1994 - 2013

The highlight in the Tai-Power building data is the  
appearance of improvement due to building reinforcement 
in the SHM performance results. New fluid viscous damp-
ers (FVDs) were designed and installed in the main and aux-
iliary buildings, providing totally different structural perfor-
mance. We can divide the SHM results into three different 
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Fig. 17. The SDOF dynamic behavior under earthquake (shaking table experiment).

stages (the before-reinforcement stage, the reinforcement 
construction stage and the after-reinforcement stage, please 
see the Appendix).

With no structural reinforcing plan details we found a 
general introductory file of the plan on the Internet, please 
see Fig. 18. The buildings were well equipped with FVDs 

Fig. 16. The time-frequency spectrum at the pounding moment.
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Fig. 18. The webpage information about the Tai-Power building reinforcement (from http://pcces.archnowledge.com/csi/Tools/PDFandPPT/台電大
樓主樓阻尼器耐震補強.pdf).
Note:  We are sorry that we can not get the reinforcement-construction design plan. We just find this Chinese introductory proposal on the internet. The 

Chinese word introduction on the Fig. 18 are stated as follows: the document was made by the construction group of Tai-Power electrical company on 
July 31st, 2012. The adding-FVD and Adding-bracing proposals are discussed. For a heavy using building, to facilitate the construction work, adding-
FVD is easier than beam-column enlargement. After structural calculation, 100 and 150 ton axial-loading FVDs are designed by the schemer. About 
74 FVDs added to the main building to lower the displacement and acceleration during the shaking and to change the original structure element in an 
extreme slightly way. The reinforcement plan is set to increase the ductility and to remain the original mass/stiffness ratio.

for better earthquake resistance performance. For instance 
74 sets of FVDs were equipped in the original main building 
structure. The scheme was to lower the displacement and 
acceleration during shaking and change the original struc-
tural element in a slight way. The reinforcement plan was 
designed to increase the ductility and maintain the original 
mass/stiffness ratio. The compact installation of extra FVDs 
does help for a heavy use office building.

The reinforcement differences did help in discrimi-
nating the strengthened building from the original one. 
However, when we examined the T.F.AF of the Tai-Power 
Building records there were no apparent differences and no 
drastic drop in the natural frequency during excitation. Fur-
thermore, lacking intact state information for comparison, 
evaluating a healthy structure about the SHM condition was 
quite hard work. With no apparent qualitative differences in 
the dominate frequency, seeking vivid statistical differences 
in the MTVCs from different events was the only practical 
quantitative way.

The II and NI were compared statistically to show the 
life time performance of the Tai-Power auxiliary building. 
Generally speaking, there were 155 events from 1994 - 2013 
and the SHM indices were arranged in two ways (compared 

with channel maximum of absolute acceleration value and 
with the event date). Please see Figs. 19 - 22 for the SHM 
indices results for II-X-, II-Y-, NI-X-, and NI-Y-dir. Each 
figure shows the fifth floor and twelfth floor result in the 
upper and lower positions. The acceleration-related and 
date-related comparisons are arranged in the left half and 
the right half of the figure. The left half part shows the SHM 
index plotted with the channel acceleration value in a semi-
log plan. The right half shows the SHM index plotted with 
the event date. The date data is now presented in day units; 
please see the light thin yellow vertical lines for the date 
marks for January 1st of 1996, 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008, and 
2011 on the right half of Figs. 19 - 22. The three different 
data stages were represented using a cross mark, circle mark 
and triangle mark.

To show the relative differences in data the SHM indi-
ces were dimensionless first. The standard score (S.C) value 
is calculated using Eq. (17). The dimensionless data S.Ci is 
calculated from the original data Xi. The μ is the mean of all 
the Xi and the σ is the standard deviation of all the Xi.

XS.Ci
i

v
n= -  (17)

http://pcces.archnowledge.com/csi/Tools/PDFandPPT/<53F0><96FB><5927><6A13><4E3B><6A13><963B><5C3C><5668><8010><9707><88DC><5F37>.pdf
http://pcces.archnowledge.com/csi/Tools/PDFandPPT/<53F0><96FB><5927><6A13><4E3B><6A13><963B><5C3C><5668><8010><9707><88DC><5F37>.pdf
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Statistics of 155 events, 1994 - 2013, Tai-Power Building Station, The Auxiliary Building

direction
Structure Reinforcement 12F 05F

unit
Index statistics Before Working After Before Working After

X-dir

Integrity Index mean 1.0780 1.0999 1.1096 1.0526 1.0764 1.0878 (Hz)

Integrity Index std 0.0217 0.0152 0.0176 0.0325 0.0214 0.0204 (Hz)

Nonlinearity Index mean 0.1208 0.1127 0.1207 0.1409 0.1244 0.1285 (Hz)

Nonlinearity Index std 0.0206 0.0250 0.0275 0.0179 0.0186 0.0166 (Hz)

Y-dir

Integrity Index mean 1.0802 1.0958 1.1001 1.0538 1.0754 1.0804 (Hz)

Integrity Index std 0.0175 0.0151 0.0199 0.0256 0.0200 0.0243 (Hz)

Nonlinearity Index mean 0.1021 0.0994 0.1032 0.1242 0.1200 0.1184 (Hz)

Nonlinearity Index std 0.0197 0.0207 0.0259 0.0197 0.0154 0.0137 (Hz)

Table 1. Statistics of 155 events, the SHM indices.

Fig. 23. The statistic result of SHM indices of Auxiliary Building for 155 events.

There is a linear fitting blue solid line plotted in the  
figure. It is calculated from the before-reinforcement stage 
data group. There are two extra short horizontal solid lines 
and four thin lines plotted on the right half of the figure. 
These are the mean and mean ± std lines for the after-rein-
forcement and reinforcement-construction stage data groups. 
The mean and standard deviation values of the three differ-
ent data groups are put together in Table 1 and Fig. 23.

From the upper half of Fig. 23 the II index shows an 
increasing tendency for 3 different stages. By definition the 
II is the mean temporal dominate frequency of the structure, 
the indicator of stiffness. The statistical result of II shows the 

dominate frequency of a healthy structure varying in a small 
range. This result is similar to earlier results (Bradford et al. 
2006; Clinton et al. 2006). We also identified the health con-
dition from the right half part of Figs. 19 and 20. The linear 
fitting blue solid lines of II of the 5F-X-, 12F-X-, 5F-Y-, 
and 12F-Y-dir are very flat for the period 1994 - 2008. The 
short horizontal mean line of the reinforcement-construction 
stage and after-reinforcement stage data groups showed the 
structural intrinsic differences form the extra FVD elements 
during 2009 - 2013. The increment of frequency is about  
0.02 - 0.03 Hz. Briefly concluding, the structure is healthy 
during 1994 - 2008. The additional FVD-reinforcement 
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Fig. 24. The physical meaning of the structural nonlinearity.

strengthened the building in a slightly way as planned.
The dominate frequency value of a healthy structure is 

not constant, it is variant within a specific small range and the 
variation corresponds to the forcing condition. We can see the 
left half part of Figs. 19 and 20. The II index becomes small-
er while the acceleration maximum value becomes larger. 
The linear fitting blue solid lines of II of the 5F-X-, 12F-X-,  
5F-Y-, and 12F-Y-dir are telling us the same tendency.

The NI used here is very similar to the one introduced 
by Huang et al. (2013), but our result is based on the Hilbert 
Spectral representation. Although the definition here is less 
rigorous it is accurate enough more practical approach for 
engineering applications. To explain the new concept visu-
ally we plotted the Fig. 24 to show the character of the NI. 
There were two signals:the wave A is the unit amplitude 
sinusoid 1 Hz wave with surrounding white-noise (0.1% 
random signal, zero mean), the wave B is wave A plus struc-
tural nonlinearity (30% random signal, zero mean). We as-
sume that a healthy structure acts like wave A, the vibration 
is smooth. While a slightly damaged structure will act like 
wave B, the vibration is not smooth (please see the right 
lower small figure in Fig. 24). We assume the nonlinearity 
phenomena might be the beginning of subtle damage. From 

Fig. 24 the HSP of wave A and wave B are quite differ-
ent. We can judge the difference by the width of the MS-F 
(please see the left lower small figure in Fig. 24). A slightly 
damaged structure will have a MTVC result with serious 
perturbation. The NI is designed to detect the small differ-
ences in the SHM index.

From the lower half of Fig. 23 the NI index results are 
not so consistent with the II results for three stages. We find 
that the NI values become smaller during the reinforcement-
construction stage. It is hard to conclude a clear tendency for 
NI. This might be because the Tai-Power building is still in 
a healthy condition or because the new CWB data-logging 
system collected a lot of small events during 2009 - 2013.

6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The response frequency is intrinsic to the structure and 
the squared vibration frequency value is proportional to the 
structural stiffness. We can use the frequency values relative 
to a reference value (say, at the new and intact condition of 
the building) to calculate the quantitative loss of structural 
integrity as in railway bridge engineering practice (Zhang 
et al. 2005). The drastic frequency drop in the forced object 
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indicates serious structural softening, frequently accompa-
nied with structural damage. It should be noted that a drastic  
decrease in the modal frequency, many times the value 
observed in the Tai-Power building, could be an indicator 
of severe structural damage. Fortunately, for this case the 
building is still healthy. The result from the new HHT SHM 
method can still give useful information for the judgment-
making engineer.

The data-logging instruments of the CWB strong-
motion system were replaced at the end of the 2008. The 
new computer and data-logging system help collect vivid 
building earthquake responses. There were 67 records dur-
ing 1994 - 2008 (67/14 = 4.8 event per year) and 88 re-
cords during 2009 - 2013 (88/4.3 = 20.5 event per year). 
We can read the small earthquake results on the left half 
part of the Figs. 19 - 22. The abundance of data helped a 
lot in our method validation. For small earthquake events 
the surrounding noise is harder to remove. The weak modal 
energy is mixed with surrounding noise. The NI index was 
originally designed to observe the vivid differences in the 
dominate frequency. This might also be the reason that we 
could not find a definite tendency in the NI results.

The most frequent vibration-based SHM approach is 
“Comparing the Relative Differences!” Researchers are 
finding structural-mechanical related parameters as the 
detecting indicator from the in situ vibration records. To 
coincide with the theoretical modal dominate frequency 
numerical and mathematical methodologies are applied to 
the earthquake excitation response. Unfortunately, in calcu-
lating the earthquake spectrum the important mathematical 
and physical restrictions are usually totally ignored because 
there is no adequate alternative to Fourier analysis. The 
earthquake frequency responses are averaged over all dif-
ferent phases of the waveform. As an earthquake is patently 
nonstationary (Huang et al. 2001), additionally for strong 
earthquakes, the forcing function could be highly nonlin-
ear as well. Therefore, it is imperative to adopt an adequate 
alternative method for analyzing the building response in a 
time-frequency fashion.

The present approach is precisely such an alternative. By 
reading the dominate frequency directly and finding the am-
plification relationship on the time-frequency domain HSP 
all dynamic behavior during the excitation is clearly shown 
on the temporal axis. The high resolution and high precision 
T.F.AF is the most valuable core for this new method. Trac-
ing clues in both time and frequency domain on the instan-
taneous structure dominate frequency statistically makes the 
SHM work easily and directly. With the Hilbert Transform 
prowess the energy density and instantaneous frequency can 
be calculated precisely and correctly. After adequate selec-
tion and mechanical judgment the useful structural modal 
information can be extracted from the T.F.AF.

Although the building is still in healthy condition the 
new approach could still provide needed dynamic param-

eters. The new approach reveals much more than these sim-
ple dynamic parameters; it clearly depicts the dynamic pro-
cesses in the temporal history in minute detail. Our method 
can examine the vivid differences and give a complete evo-
lutionary history report about the building health condition.

In additional to facilitating physical understanding of 
the structural dynamics, the new approach also introduces 
a new SHM method. Various SHM methods based on HHT 
have been introduced before (Li et al. 2003; Huang et al. 
2005). The present study has added another call for action. 
More testifying and validating work should be arranged, for 
instance, a Multiple-Degree-Of-Freedom (MDOF) shaking-
table experiment is urgently expected for further under-
standing about the Tai-Power building.

Temporal perturbations of the dynamic structural signals 
are critical information for nonlinear and nonstationary stud-
ies. Exploring useful SHM information from real building 
records is the new key to this exciting work. The vivid differ-
ences in structural healthy condition could be explored by ex-
amining these MTVCs. The proposed approach is a highly ap-
plicable method for dynamic system and SHM observations.
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CWB Earthquake Catalogue for Tai-Power building station (TAPBA4)
編號 年 月 日 時 分 秒 緯度 經度 深度 規模 震央距 震源距 主機 結構補強

No.
year month day hour min sec latitude longitude depth

ML
km km logging 

system
Structure  

reinforcementEvent time(UTC) EQ location and depth hypo-dist epi-dist

1 1994 6 5 1 9 30.09 24 27.74 121 50.26 5.30 6.50 69.1 69.3 DOS before

2 1994 6 5 5 51 43.02 24 27.79 121 54.83 4.99 4.83 72.8 73.0 DOS before

3 1994 6 6 8 57 24.49 24 25.85 121 56.91 3.45 5.06 77.7 77.8 DOS before

4 1994 9 16 6 20 15.62 22 25.58 118 28.01 19.06 6.43 424.6 425.0 DOS before

5 1994 10 5 1 13 24.47 23 9.38 121 43.22 31.28 5.83 207.9 210.2 DOS before

6 1994 10 12 9 8 22.18 24 48.58 122 1.14 73.68 5.67 54.4 91.6 DOS before

7 1994 10 28 23 51 10.48 24 38.13 122 16.17 2.00 5.66 85.9 85.9 DOS before

8 1995 2 23 5 19 2.78 24 12.22 121 41.22 21.69 5.77 91.9 94.4 DOS before

9 1995 3 24 4 13 51.09 24 38.28 121 51.64 76.00 5.64 53.8 93.1 DOS before

10 1995 4 3 11 54 40.08 23 56.13 122 25.90 14.55 5.88 151.0 151.7 DOS before

11 1995 4 24 10 4 0.96 24 39.10 121 37.33 63.07 5.28 41.7 75.6 DOS before

12 1995 5 2 22 48 20.54 23 49.99 121 58.38 23.93 5.24 139.1 141.2 DOS before

13 1995 6 25 6 59 7.09 24 36.37 121 40.11 39.88 6.50 47.8 62.3 DOS before

14 1995 7 14 16 52 46.48 24 19.22 121 51.06 8.79 5.80 84.0 84.5 DOS before

15 1995 7 30 18 0 52.96 25 9.93 121 34.94 5.23 3.05 17.3 18.0 DOS before

16 1995 12 1 3 17 4.62 24 36.36 121 38.56 45.07 5.72 47.1 65.2 DOS before

17 1996 1 22 19 22 57.53 24 55.70 121 43.42 66.86 5.11 21.9 70.3 DOS before

18 1996 3 5 14 52 27.13 23 55.81 122 21.69 6.00 6.40 147.3 147.4 DOS before
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ML
km km logging 

system
Structure  

reinforcementEvent time(UTC) EQ location and depth hypo-dist epi-dist

19 1996 3 5 17 32 8.56 23 53.91 122 18.18 10.81 5.96 147.0 147.4 DOS before

20 1996 7 29 20 20 53.53 24 29.33 122 20.82 65.68 6.14 101.3 120.7 DOS before

21 1997 6 24 16 37 12.89 25 7.18 121 34.79 8.55 3.70 12.4 15.1 DOS before

22 1998 11 17 22 27 32.52 22 49.93 120 47.42 16.49 5.51 254.4 254.9 DOS before

23 1999 2 22 13 48 58.05 23 58.50 122 39.27 4.21 5.90 162.4 162.5 DOS before

24 1999 5 7 1 3 24.41 24 44.33 121 53.53 4.17 5.44 47.9 48.1 DOS before

25 1999 9 20 17 47 15.85 23 51.15 120 48.93 8.00 7.30 148.4 148.6 DOS before

26 1999 9 20 17 57 15.58 23 54.70 121 2.66 7.68 6.44 132.4 132.7 DOS before

27 1999 9 20 18 11 54.21 23 51.89 121 4.03 12.49 6.70 136.5 137.0 DOS before

28 1999 9 20 18 16 17.95 23 51.69 121 2.45 12.53 6.66 137.8 138.3 DOS before

29 1999 9 20 21 46 38.11 23 35.08 120 51.42 8.57 6.59 173.3 173.5 DOS before

30 1999 9 22 0 14 40.77 23 49.58 121 2.80 15.59 6.80 141.2 142.1 DOS before

31 1999 9 22 0 49 43.45 23 45.88 121 1.88 17.38 6.20 148.2 149.2 DOS before

32 2000 6 10 18 23 29.45 23 54.06 121 6.55 16.21 6.70 131.3 132.3 DOS before

33 2000 7 28 20 28 7.72 23 24.66 120 55.96 7.35 6.10 188.6 188.8 DOS before

34 2000 9 10 8 54 46.53 24 5.12 121 35.03 17.74 6.20 103.8 105.3 DOS before

35 2001 6 13 13 17 54.15 24 22.87 122 36.39 64.41 6.25 129.7 144.8 DOS before

36 2001 6 14 2 35 25.78 24 25.13 121 55.68 17.29 6.30 77.8 79.7 DOS before

37 2002 3 31 6 52 49.95 24 8.39 122 11.49 13.81 6.80 118.3 119.1 DOS before

38 2002 5 15 3 46 5.91 24 39.06 121 52.31 8.52 6.20 53.4 54.1 DOS before

39 2002 5 28 16 45 14.97 23 54.78 122 23.81 15.23 6.20 150.9 151.7 DOS before

40 2002 9 7 22 59 32.85 24 26.86 121 41.32 41.36 5.26 65.4 77.3 DOS before

41 2002 9 16 0 3 30.74 25 6.09 122 23.25 175.67 6.80 86.9 196.0 DOS before

42 2002 11 10 0 7 4.98 24 53.36 121 50.56 110.27 5.42 34.6 115.6 DOS before

43 2003 6 9 1 52 50.57 24 22.22 122 1.40 23.22 5.72 87.5 90.6 DOS before

44 2003 6 10 8 40 32.05 23 30.22 121 41.95 32.31 6.48 169.2 172.3 DOS before

45 2003 8 11 16 30 13.81 24 35.55 121 33.57 58.49 5.38 47.4 75.3 DOS before

46 2003 12 10 4 38 13.52 23 4.00 121 23.89 17.73 6.42 217.3 218.1 DOS before

47 2004 10 15 4 8 50.18 24 27.74 122 51.10 91.03 7.10 147.0 172.9 DOS before

48 2004 10 23 14 4 27.51 25 0.80 121 33.83 9.49 3.73 3.4 10.1 DOS before

49 2004 11 8 15 54 55.86 23 47.69 122 45.62 10.00 6.58 184.4 184.7 DOS before

50 2004 11 11 2 16 44.50 24 18.70 122 9.48 27.26 6.09 100.9 104.5 DOS before

51 2005 3 5 19 6 51.73 24 39.28 121 50.45 6.39 5.90 51.1 51.5 DOS before

51 2005 3 5 19 8 0.09 24 39.19 121 47.86 6.95 5.96 48.7 49.2 DOS before

52 2005 4 30 14 48 17.23 24 2.11 121 37.47 8.45 5.62 109.6 110.0 DOS before

53 2005 6 1 16 20 5.66 24 38.20 122 3.98 64.78 6.00 68.7 94.4 DOS before

54 2005 9 6 1 16 0.41 23 57.49 122 17.01 16.76 6.00 140.3 141.3 DOS before

55 2005 10 5 16 16 35.14 24 50.62 121 38.16 73.35 4.84 22.1 76.6 DOS before

56 2005 10 15 15 51 4.36 25 5.98 123 48.45 190.85 7.02 229.6 298.5 DOS before

57 2005 11 29 22 41 49.84 24 45.18 122 2.02 68.04 5.51 58.7 89.9 DOS before

58 2005 12 5 10 15 29.98 25 0.20 121 34.54 10.68 3.68 4.8 11.7 DOS before

59 2006 4 1 10 2 19.54 22 53.01 121 4.84 7.20 6.23 241.6 241.8 DOS before

60 2006 4 15 22 40 55.37 22 51.33 121 18.21 17.90 6.04 241.5 242.2 DOS before
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61 2006 7 28 7 40 10.43 23 57.97 122 39.48 27.97 6.02 163.4 165.8 DOS before

62 2006 10 12 14 46 29.29 23 57.83 122 38.71 25.26 5.80 162.7 164.6 DOS before

63 2006 12 26 12 26 21.00 21 41.24 120 33.32 44.11 6.96 383.4 386.0 DOS before

64 2006 12 26 12 34 15.13 21 58.19 120 25.18 50.22 6.99 357.3 360.8 DOS before

65 2007 9 6 17 51 26.92 24 16.68 122 15.25 54.01 6.63 110.1 122.6 DOS before

66 2008 5 10 19 42 0.98 23 56.95 122 31.93 25.02 5.64 156.2 158.2 DOS before

67 2008 6 1 16 59 23.74 24 51.65 121 47.42 92.31 5.83 31.5 97.5 DOS before

68 2009 1 3 22 4 34.97 24 9.21 121 43.99 7.46 5.10 98.2 98.5 WIN working

69 2009 1 15 4 48 25.99 24 52.62 122 1.37 4.91 4.14 52.1 52.3 WIN working

70 2009 4 17 12 37 48.89 23 55.02 121 40.89 43.43 5.33 123.3 130.7 WIN working

71 2009 5 15 14 31 3.41 24 10.62 121 46.41 11.76 4.60 96.6 97.4 WIN working

72 2009 6 24 21 9 53.84 24 1.65 122 17.15 21.85 5.04 134.0 135.8 WIN working

73 2009 6 28 9 34 56.19 24 10.94 121 45.20 12.88 5.26 95.6 96.4 WIN working

74 2009 6 28 9 52 45.28 24 10.97 121 46.08 13.97 4.80 95.9 96.9 WIN working

75 2009 7 13 18 5 2.59 24 1.37 122 13.16 18.08 6.00 130.7 132.0 WIN working

76 2009 7 13 20 28 52.97 24 4.97 122 11.21 16.93 5.16 123.3 124.5 WIN working

77 2009 7 16 10 48 13.80 24 1.05 122 17.48 21.37 5.40 135.3 136.9 WIN working

78 2009 7 16 18 42 47.73 23 59.93 122 17.49 20.76 5.09 137.0 138.5 WIN working

79 2009 7 21 6 58 11.56 24 4.87 121 40.20 8.68 4.73 105.1 105.4 WIN working

80 2009 7 26 1 0 12.37 23 41.12 120 57.40 14.29 5.35 159.1 159.8 WIN working

81 2009 7 26 6 10 59.79 23 25.75 121 19.07 12.52 5.38 177.9 178.4 WIN working

82 2009 7 29 13 9 46.83 24 15.21 121 46.65 14.39 4.66 88.6 89.7 WIN working

83 2009 8 2 11 34 47.61 23 49.81 121 2.18 22.81 4.76 141.2 143.0 WIN working

84 2009 8 17 0 5 45.85 23 22.28 123 52.65 43.27 6.75 300.3 303.4 WIN working

85 2009 8 17 10 10 55.42 23 19.39 123 39.99 31.57 5.94 287.2 288.9 WIN working

86 2009 8 17 10 15 6.66 23 21.31 123 33.76 55.00 5.42 276.9 282.3 WIN working

87 2009 10 3 17 36 6.28 23 38.85 121 34.74 29.15 6.09 152.4 155.2 WIN working

88 2009 10 22 20 46 24.33 24 16.70 121 46.65 20.19 4.90 85.9 88.2 WIN working

89 2009 11 5 9 32 57.66 23 47.34 120 43.12 24.08 6.15 159.4 161.2 WIN working

90 2009 11 5 11 34 21.26 23 46.13 120 45.31 23.95 5.74 159.5 161.3 WIN working

91 2009 11 15 14 47 49.14 24 56.76 122 10.45 125.39 5.52 65.4 141.4 WIN working

92 2009 11 22 21 46 10.03 24 29.69 121 45.72 65.07 4.80 62.7 90.3 WIN working

93 2009 12 19 13 2 16.34 23 47.28 121 39.80 43.78 6.92 137.4 144.2 WIN working

94 2010 1 4 19 27 37.38 24 11.05 121 49.97 46.05 5.46 97.6 107.9 WIN working

95 2010 1 19 6 9 26.79 23 49.29 121 40.55 41.01 5.61 133.8 139.9 WIN working

96 2010 2 7 6 10 0.25 23 19.77 123 45.94 87.96 6.63 294.4 307.2 WIN working

97 2010 2 12 2 42 38.62 23 53.83 121 4.63 18.39 5.23 132.7 134.0 WIN working

98 2010 2 22 5 21 4.73 24 3.03 122 58.13 35.57 5.62 180.9 184.4 WIN working

99 2010 3 4 0 18 52.14 22 58.15 120 42.40 22.64 6.42 242.6 243.7 WIN working

100 2010 3 4 8 16 16.34 22 57.47 120 38.07 19.02 5.72 246.4 247.2 WIN working

101 2010 3 18 9 1 36.42 24 23.44 121 57.83 30.99 4.74 82.3 88.0 WIN working

102 2010 4 11 4 57 30.53 23 16.04 122 5.97 30.30 5.40 203.0 205.3 WIN working

103 2010 4 23 1 49 48.42 24 36.27 122 19.79 85.03 5.02 92.9 125.9 WIN working
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104 2010 4 26 2 59 51.03 22 8.95 123 44.69 73.35 6.77 390.7 397.5 WIN working

105 2010 6 13 21 11 25.12 24 36.14 121 21.04 8.84 4.33 49.6 50.4 WIN working

106 2010 6 15 0 31 17.99 24 2.57 121 37.27 16.73 5.53 108.8 110.0 WIN working

107 2010 6 18 1 8 43.59 24 7.38 121 43.23 10.81 4.70 101.3 101.9 WIN working

108 2010 6 26 18 5 51.80 24 39.01 121 33.66 67.96 5.11 41.0 79.4 WIN working

109 2010 6 27 20 33 26.93 25 2.44 122 22.74 15.23 4.93 85.6 86.9 WIN working

110 2010 7 2 19 11 32.40 22 51.30 120 40.90 17.80 5.14 255.5 256.1 WIN working

111 2010 7 8 19 43 37.51 24 20.83 122 2.19 19.27 5.25 90.4 92.4 WIN working

112 2010 7 9 0 41 19.52 24 41.75 122 36.76 113.62 5.77 114.9 161.6 WIN working

113 2010 7 18 13 3 24.69 24 0.02 122 26.60 24.33 5.20 146.0 148.1 WIN working

114 2010 7 25 3 52 10.21 22 50.33 120 41.61 19.60 5.65 256.7 257.5 WIN working

115 2010 8 21 16 38 0.03 23 35.07 121 35.32 40.15 5.32 159.5 164.4 WIN working

116 2010 8 21 18 39 21.61 24 48.59 121 55.10 9.74 4.65 45.4 46.5 WIN working

117 2010 8 21 18 48 0.71 24 48.43 121 55.20 5.73 4.80 45.7 46.1 WIN working

118 2010 8 30 8 45 9.31 24 57.18 122 12.36 15.02 5.16 68.5 70.1 WIN working

119 2010 9 28 17 33 53.18 24 7.54 121 41.79 9.01 5.02 100.6 101.0 WIN working

120 2010 9 30 19 56 0.41 24 49.54 121 49.32 96.61 4.89 36.3 103.2 WIN working

121 2010 10 2 19 23 12.36 24 21.51 121 47.95 19.38 5.09 78.2 80.5 WIN working

122 2010 11 12 13 8 49.57 24 6.20 122 28.85 26.12 5.30 139.9 142.3 WIN working

123 2010 11 21 12 31 45.64 23 51.15 121 41.14 46.87 6.14 130.5 138.7 WIN working

124 2010 11 26 15 13 44.65 24 12.28 121 47.74 13.45 4.84 94.3 95.2 WIN working

125 2011 1 10 22 41 44.70 24 35.31 122 2.74 13.25 4.37 70.6 71.8 WIN working

126 2011 1 12 3 53 8.90 24 21.10 122 2.23 25.57 4.55 90.0 93.6 WIN working

127 2011 2 1 8 16 31.54 24 12.52 121 48.28 18.34 5.46 94.1 95.9 WIN working

128 2011 2 2 17 32 28.95 25 8.77 121 33.21 7.53 3.09 14.5 16.3 WIN working

129 2011 3 20 8 0 51.19 22 26.52 121 22.83 27.46 5.77 286.8 288.1 WIN after

130 2011 4 16 1 11 10.91 25 9.58 124 1.70 146.88 6.23 252.1 291.7 WIN after

131 2011 4 30 8 35 38.35 24 39.02 121 48.51 75.02 5.81 49.6 89.9 WIN after

132 2011 5 3 15 52 34.41 23 56.07 121 42.32 41.15 5.22 121.7 128.5 WIN after

133 2011 5 7 8 35 33.35 24 27.93 121 57.88 13.48 4.55 75.5 76.6 WIN after

134 2011 5 22 1 34 11.94 24 7.05 121 45.83 6.05 4.97 102.8 103.0 WIN after

135 2011 5 22 21 7 15.96 23 52.83 121 3.59 19.25 4.65 135.1 136.5 WIN after

136 2011 7 3 12 30 44.09 24 40.31 121 53.96 67.95 4.79 53.5 86.5 WIN after

137 2011 7 12 11 17 10.97 23 30.73 121 31.46 31.23 5.28 167.4 170.3 WIN after

138 2011 9 7 4 23 6.24 24 50.85 121 51.68 106.04 4.05 38.4 112.8 WIN after

139 2011 9 21 22 18 33.38 24 5.19 121 40.37 17.18 5.13 104.5 105.9 WIN after

140 2011 10 30 3 23 43.75 25 18.80 123 9.36 215.77 6.27 166.9 272.8 WIN after

141 2011 12 4 10 13 4.43 24 39.80 122 2.94 62.80 4.93 65.5 90.8 WIN after

142 2012 2 26 2 35 0.43 22 45.14 120 45.28 26.31 6.35 263.9 265.2 WIN after

143 2012 4 19 1 58 8.57 24 8.07 121 40.15 29.09 5.46 99.2 103.4 WIN after

144 2012 6 13 8 22 20.40 24 45.72 121 15.65 10.22 4.66 39.3 40.6 WIN after

145 2012 6 13 14 41 6.13 24 45.76 121 15.70 10.19 4.59 39.2 40.5 WIN after

146 2012 8 14 10 55 43.35 24 3.16 121 30.68 21.83 5.18 107.3 109.5 WIN after
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147 2012 8 31 12 11 39.63 24 43.44 120 52.67 10.01 5.04 73.5 74.1 WIN after

148 2012 8 31 12 23 54.18 24 43.50 120 52.75 9.86 4.81 73.3 73.9 WIN after

149 2013 1 7 6 49 6.73 24 29.02 122 50.54 69.43 5.71 145.2 160.9 WIN after

150 2013 1 17 8 30 41.85 24 26.34 121 58.71 13.65 5.08 78.7 79.8 WIN after

151 2013 1 20 19 9 46.44 24 42.17 122 31.12 108.22 5.57 105.7 151.3 WIN after

152 2013 2 2 3 39 52.44 23 44.83 121 58.69 35.04 5.60 148.4 152.4 WIN after

153 2013 2 17 1 32 7.36 24 19.03 121 26.93 6.33 4.64 78.3 78.6 WIN after

154 2013 3 7 3 36 45.68 24 18.05 121 27.44 5.55 5.87 80.0 80.2 WIN after

155 2013 3 27 2 3 19.63 23 54.13 121 3.16 19.43 6.24 133.1 134.5 WIN after


